25 Years of making the dreams of summer camp a reality for children whose families simply cannot afford it.
Our Mission

SCOPE (Summer Camp Opportunities Promote Education) provides children from underserved communities with life changing opportunities through the experience of summer camp.

SCOPE funds camp scholarships “camperships” to send children who commit to staying in school to nonprofit, resident camps which will empower them to develop to their full potential.

Learn More at scopeusa.org >

25 million low-income public school students in America

Low-income students experience summer learning loss, which is one of the most significant causes of the achievement gap between lower and higher income youth and one of the strongest contributors to the high school dropout rate

http://www.summerlearning.org/
A Letter From Our Leadership

To our incredibly generous SCOPE supporters,

In our 25th year we embarked upon new initiatives, participated in supporters’ life milestones and all the while, you have made SCOPE your philanthropic destination. Thank you!

Maybe your relationship with SCOPE runs 25 years deep, or you are somewhat new to the growing SCOPE network – either way, we are ecstatic to have you as part of our community! We are grateful for your dedication and are appreciative of the opportunities you have provided to the deserving children who have received SCOPE camperships. Not just today but into tomorrow and, with your continued support, for another 25 years!

Your contributions during the year through foundations, corporate sponsorships, community partnerships, events in your communities, personal fundraisers, individual donations, gifts in tribute of loved ones, or the simplicity of volunteering your time will help more and more children from the underserved communities we serve attend overnight summer camp. Because of you, these children are given the opportunity to explore outside the boundaries of their home life and experience what many of us refer to as the place that gave me the power to believe in myself… CAMP!

SCOPE helps to provide these very same children with their own camp experiences – introducing each child to new opportunities and a chance to learn valuable life skills from responsible mentors and role models. SCOPE camperships require these children stay in school and make positive contributions to their communities with the incentive to return to camp summer after summer. It is these very same SCOPE campers that will then be eligible for future support from the Sanford Lavitt Fund to receive scholarship money to help make the prospect of college a reality.

Yesterday we began the journey, today we made an impact, tomorrow we do it all again with the knowledge and experience to make it even greater. We appreciate your ongoing support and look forward to facing tomorrow together as we reach for SCOPE’s next major milestone.

Sincerely,

Mitch Reiter, SCOPE Board President

Molly Hott Gallagher, SCOPE Executive Director
1. SCOPE raises funds from foundations, businesses, individual gifts, and fundraising events

2. SCOPE allocates funds to participating SCOPE camps to provide camp scholarships

3. Participating camps enroll campers; campers are selected in partnership with public schools, public charter schools, and community agencies

4. SCOPE campers make a commitment to stay in school in order to return to camp summer after summer

5. SCOPE campers who graduate from high school will be eligible for a college scholarship

“The confidence I gained and the person I became at camp is something I can take with me anywhere I go.”  
– Tiffany, Camp Onas, Ottsville, NY
Why Camp?

Summer camp is an essential component of the year-round continuum and plays a critical role in helping children from underserved communities to thrive. The camp environment allows all children to grow socially, emotionally, and physically while providing them with meaningful and fun interactions with children and excellent adult role models.

While their more affluent peers are often enrolled in summer camps and programs that strengthen and reinforce learning, the vast majority of children in low-income communities have little or no access to these opportunities, resulting in an enormous achievement gap. SCOPE bridges this gap by making summer camp accessible to as many deserving children as possible.

“I would like the chance to go back to camp again this year. At home, I sit in the house all day and occasionally ride my bike. I might go to the park, which is underdeveloped, or take a walk around the block. I think it is too crowded out in Brooklyn, because I have nowhere to go [to play.]”
– Shawn, Camp Wilbur Herrlich, Patterson, NY
SCOPE campers are children who are enrolled in public school (ages 7 – 16) and qualify for the USDA Free or Reduced Lunch Program. They attend nonprofit, American Camp Association (ACA) accredited, overnight camps in the New York Tri-State area, Midwest, Southeast, and Southwest.

SCOPE reinforces the connection between academic achievement and the enriched recreational and social educational experiences at summer camp.

By making a long-term commitment to our SCOPE campers, we seek to inspire and empower them to succeed as individuals and make a positive impact in their home communities.

Why SCOPE?

20% of children in the U.S. live in poverty

6 out of 7 students who live in poverty receive free-and-reduced-price lunches and lose access to them when school lets out for the summer

Sanford Lavitt Education Fund

Since 1992, SCOPE has provided more than 20,000 deserving children with the benefits of summer camp - positive identity and confidence; better social, physical and cognitive skills; and increased independence and leadership. Based on the belief that summer camp is a partner in the education of children, SCOPE is dedicated to affording outstanding camp opportunities to children from low income families, as we have for over 25 years. To strengthen the importance of the formal education of the children we serve, we ask SCOPE campers to stay in school and encourage them to do well and complete their education.

Our long term commitment to SCOPE campers is further enhanced through the Sanford Lavitt Education Fund, which will provide college or vocational school scholarships to children who remain in the SCOPE program and graduate from high school. It is through our focus on the year-round education of the total child that we can truly fulfill our mission: to help children from underserved communities succeed in life through the summer camp experience.

- The Lavitt Education Fund will provide college or approved vocational school scholarships for SCOPE campers
- Campers entering third, fourth or fifth grade each summer are eligible, beginning in 2013
- Children must stay in school, return to camp each summer, and graduate high school
- “Gap year” campership will be available for campers to return in leadership capacity as they age out of camper program

Contribute to the Lavitt Fund >
## 2016 SCOPE Partner Camps

Funds raised in 2016 created camperships at 33 camps throughout SCOPE’s four regions in the United States.

### New York Region Camps
- Camp Berkshire Hills
  - Copake, NY
- Eden Village Camp
  - Putnam Valley, NY
- Camp Fiver
  - Poolville, NY
- The Fresh Air Fund
  - Fishkill, NY
- Camp Homeward Bound
  - Bear Mountain, NY
- Johnsonburg Presbyterian
  - Johnsonburg, NJ
- Kiddie Keep Well Camp
  - Edison, NJ

*Indicates a Camp Brooklyn Fund Participant

### Midwest Region Camps
- Camp Beechpoint
  - Allegan, MI
- Ramapo for Children
  - Rhinebeck, NY
- Surprise Lake Camp
  - Cold Spring, NY
- *Trail Blazers Camp*
  - Montague, NJ

### Holiday Home Camp
- Williams Bay, WI

### House in the Wood Camp
- Delavan, WI

### Jameson Camp
- Indianapolis, IN

### Midwest Region Camps
- Easter Seals Timber Pointe
  - Hudson, IL
- Happy Hollow Children’s Camp
  - Nashville, IN

### Skyline Camp & Retreat Center
- Birmingham, MI

### YMCA Camp Minikani
- Hubertus, WI

### Southeast Region Camps
- CS Georgia
  - Menlo, GA
- YMCA Camp Wewa
  - Apopka, FL

### Southwest Region Camps
- YMCA Camp Flaming Arrow
  - Hunt, TX

*Indicates a Camp Brooklyn Fund Participant

[Check it out online >](#)
Foundation and Community Partners

SCOPE appreciates the ongoing relationship with our foundations and community organizations

Hannah S. & Samuel A. Cohn Memorial Foundation
Levity impACT Foundation
The Henry Nias Foundation

Check it out online >
Business Supporters

Check it out online >
Young Leaders Board

The SCOPE Young Leaders Board (YLB) are camp-passionate, young professionals who believe that every child deserves access to summer camp experiences. Together the YLB aim to raise awareness and money to support SCOPE’s mission. By creating meaningful, fun and impactful events and fundraisers the SCOPE YLB engage their networks to give back to children from less fortunate families by providing camp scholarships.

The YLB know that camp has the power to provide a lasting and positive impact in the life of a child.

Here’s how the YLB gives back:

• Evening Events: 21+ Bar Night/Comedy Night out/Dance Party
• Cycle/Square Dance/Roller Skating Events
• Connect with Camp Professionals to spread SCOPE support through conferences and trainings
• Peer to Peer fundraising
• Community Art Projects
• Joining a SCOPE committee
• Partnering with the SCOPE Junior Leadership Council

Ways to get your network involved:

• Create a Team/Committee
• Matching Donations
• Corporate sponsorship/partnership
• Gifts in Kind (raffle and silent auction event prizes)

The SCOPE YLB gives young professionals opportunities to create fun and impactful networking and social initiatives. These efforts will support the camp scholarships SCOPE provides to children whose families cannot afford the cost of camp.

Learn More about the YLB >
Junior Leadership Council

The SCOPE Junior Leadership Council (JLC) increases awareness of SCOPE at the middle and high school level in surrounding communities to help raise funds for SCOPE camp scholarships.

The JLC earn community service credit by helping provide children from underserved communities with the opportunity to explore outside the boundaries of their home life and experience the magic of summer camp.

Young philanthropists can learn the value of giving back through FUNraising for SCOPE!

Here’s How:

**Camp Survival Packs** – 200 Camp Survival Packs were filled with new summer camp essentials such as shampoo, sunscreen, toothpaste, and soap. The packs were given to SCOPE campers to help them have a happy, safe, and healthy summer.

See the Survival Packs project page >

**SCOPE Dream Boxes** – 40 dream boxes were given to campers at 4 SCOPE partner camps. Each box was filled with new camp and school supplies. These boxes give campers not only the supplies for camp and school, but the empowerment and tools to PURSUE THEIR DREAMS.

See the Dream Boxes video >

**JLC Initiatives** – JLC members create fun, engaging, and impactful events! Initiatives have included:

- School SCOPE Club: bake sale, cookie dough sales
- Swimming SCOPE Awareness Day at Camp
- Spin/Bowl/Fun Run Event
- SCOPE T-shirt/Bracelet/S’mores Sales
- Camp awareness events
- Tile Mural Art Party >
- Letters to Campers Event

The JLC gives young philanthropists opportunities to create fun and impactful service projects throughout the year!

SCOPE proudly partners with the Jefferson Awards Foundation to empower young leaders to make each child’s dream of summer camp a reality.

Learn More about the JLC >
SCOPE Leadership Award
The SCOPE Leadership Award recognizes a member of either the SCOPE Young Leaders Board or Junior Leadership Council who demonstrates a strong commitment to improving the lives of children by providing summer camp opportunities to children in underserved communities through their efforts to support SCOPE. The award is presented at the Annual SCOPE Benefit Dinner in New York City.

Learn More about the SCOPE Leadership Award >

2016 Award Winner
In 2016, SCOPE honored Camp Blue Ridge camper Erica Sosman with the SCOPE Leadership Award. Erica held a We Spin For This cycling event and a Swimming for SCOPE Awareness Day at camp. With support from her friends, family, and camp community, her philanthropic efforts provided a campership for a less fortunate child to attend summer camp!

“The lessons I learned over my past 9 summers at camp are valuable lessons for all children, not just the ones fortunate to have families who could provide them with the opportunity to attend summer camp. I [feel] that perhaps it could be ME to help less fortunate children learn the numerous life lessons that I learned at camp, many that are not best taught in a traditional classroom.”

- Erica Sosman, SCOPE Leadership Award Winner
The Power of Summer Camp

Beyond the Boundaries of Home - Mustapha’s Story

“Without my summer camp experiences, I wouldn’t be where I am today. I was born and raised in Brooklyn, New York to parents who had just come from Nigeria. Starting at a young age, I have always had dreams. But I never had a concrete idea as to how to go about reaching those goals.

At 11 years old, my parents learned of a summer camp opportunity that I could be a part of. It could help me do something different with my summers. I was the first member of my family to attend any kind of summer camp so it was completely new and I was very willing to participate!

Camp provided me, as a young man of color, with a platform to build off of, showing me that there is more to the world outside my home and my neighborhood. This idea was instilled in me from being a camper and growing into a camp staff member. Although it took me well into my college years to have an idea of what I wanted to do, I did know that I wanted to help young people, just like camp and its staff helped me. I guess you can say that camp inspired me when I was younger and continues to do so today.

I see and know firsthand the positive impact camp has on children. SCOPE support plays a vital role in the lives of these young people. Thank you for providing me and kids like me with the opportunity to leave our ‘normal’ surroundings of home and grow, in unique ways as individuals at camp.”

Read more Camper Stories >

“Camp [showed] me that there is more to the world outside my home and my neighborhood.”

- Mustapha
Make YOUR Impact

No matter your age or interest, making #Strides4SCOPE is easy!

COMMUNITIES THAT CARE
Summer camps and schools create philanthropic opportunities to engage their entire community. #Strides4SCOPE include Swim/Walk/Dance-a-thons, Coin Drives, Carnival Days, Sports Challenges, Family Fun Days, Garage Sales, Camp Values Days, donating leftover canteen funds, #Raffle4SCOPE, and many more!

YOUTH & TEENS WITH HEART
Young SCOPE philanthropists create fun and impactful service projects throughout the year to give back to the camp community. Past initiatives include the Dream Boxes service project, SCOPE Awareness Day at camp, School SCOPE club, Camp Survival Pack service project, Mitzvah Projects, and events celebrating youth milestones.

CREATIVE & UNIQUE EVENTS
Celebrate your special occasion and give the gift of camp! You can cycle and sweat with your friends, team up for a 21+ bar event, do-si-do at a square dance, throw a conference-wide glow party, or laugh it up at a comedy club.

Any of these strides (and many more) can be your initiative to #SupportSCOPE.
We will help make your interest into a SCOPE FUNraiser!
Visit scopeusa.org/strides or email us at info@scopeusa.org to get started.
Highlights: Fiscal Year 2016

**NEW YORK**
257 SCOPE CAMPERSHIPS PROVIDED
> **SCOPE Benefit** celebrated SCOPE’s 25th anniversary and raised more than $228,000

> **Junior Leadership Council** led the 4th annual Letters for Campers service project at a MLK Day of Service event

> Campers participating in the 6th annual **Swim-a-thon** at Lake of the Woods and Greenwoods Camps raised over $10,000

**SOUTHEAST**
123 SCOPE CAMPERSHIPS PROVIDED
> **Boca West Foundation Golf Tournament** raised $62,000 to help send children from Palm Beach County to camp in the Southeast

> **Boca West Raffle** raised $2,500 to support SCOPE Southeast

**SOUTHWEST**
3 SCOPE CAMPERSHIPS PROVIDED
> **Lake Swim for SCOPE** at Camp Champions in Central Texas raised awareness for SCOPE

**MIDWEST**
204 SCOPE CAMPERSHIPS PROVIDED
> **Midwest Benefit** raised more than $107,000 for children from low-income families to attend camp in the Midwest

> Campers attended YMCA Camp Flaming Arrow for a 2nd year

**SUPPORTER-LEAD STRIDES4SCOPE**
> Over $60,000 was FUNraised through philanthropic and service learning projects at eight summer camps across the country

> Support from **EPIC Cares4SCOPE** and **ACA NY & NJ** provided 3 children from the Atlantic City area with the gift of camp

> **Junior Leadership Council** led the 4th annual Letters for Campers service project at a MLK Day of Service event

> Campers participating in the 6th annual **Swim-a-thon** at Lake of the Woods and Greenwoods Camps raised over $10,000

**SOUTHEAST**
123 SCOPE CAMPERSHIPS PROVIDED
> **Boca West Foundation Golf Tournament** raised $62,000 to help send children from Palm Beach County to camp in the Southeast

> **Boca West Raffle** raised $2,500 to support SCOPE Southeast

**SOUTHWEST**
3 SCOPE CAMPERSHIPS PROVIDED
> **Lake Swim for SCOPE** at Camp Champions in Central Texas raised awareness for SCOPE

> Campers attended YMCA Camp Flaming Arrow for a 2nd year

**SUPPORTER-LEAD STRIDES4SCOPE**
> Over $60,000 was FUNraised through philanthropic and service learning projects at eight summer camps across the country

> Support from **EPIC Cares4SCOPE** and **ACA NY & NJ** provided 3 children from the Atlantic City area with the gift of camp

> **Junior Leadership Council** led the 4th annual Letters for Campers service project at a MLK Day of Service event

> Campers participating in the 6th annual **Swim-a-thon** at Lake of the Woods and Greenwoods Camps raised over $10,000
2016 Financials

91% of expenses go DIRECTLY to programs

Revenue
- Contributions: $941,563 (77%)
- Special Events: $254,117 (21%)
- Other: $24,660 (2%)

Total Revenue: $1,220,340

Expenses
- Camperships: $502,375 (43%)
- Other Program support: $441,070 (48%)
- Administration: $89,570 (9%)

Total Expenses: $1,033,015

SCOPE's fiscal year runs from October 1 through September 30. The above are audited financial statements.

For more financial information, download our Form 990 at guidestar.org >
Thank You to Our 2016 Supporters

On behalf of the children SCOPE serves, we are grateful for the ongoing support of individuals, foundations, and businesses.

FOUNDERS CIRCLE $100,000+
Jay and Mindy Jacobs
TLC STARFISH Foundation

LEGACY CIRCLE $25,000 - $80,000
Boca West Foundation
Camp Brooklyn Fund, Inc.
Sari and Jay Canell
Loren and Neil Canell
Jill and Loren Kleinman
Camp Taconic and Camp Taconic Families
Microsoft
The Henry Nias Foundation
Courtesy of Vicki Edelman Tate
Success Academy

PATRON CIRCLE $10,000 - $24,999
Camp America
CampGroup, LLC
Hannah S. & Samuel A. Cohn Memorial Foundation
Coleon Country Day Camp
Fred Gabler Helping Hand Camp Fund, Inc.
HELP USA
JHL Capital Group LLC
Lake of the Woods and Greenwoods Camp Families
The Lavitt Family
Super Enterprises
Levity impACT Charitable Foundation
Pierce Country Day Camp

CAMPFIRE CIRCLE $2,000 - $4,999
Jeanne and Frank Top
Towering Pines, Inc.
Skip Vichness
Wells Fargo
Michele and Dan Zenkel
The Zenkel Foundation

FRIENDS CIRCLE $1,000 - $1,999
Leo T. Abbe Charitable Foundation
American Endowment Foundation
Bisque Imports
Hughie and Selma Black Foundation
Pine Forest Camp
Blue Ribbon Fish Company
Breakthru Beverage
BreezeMont Day Camp
Camp Lisa Foundation
Elin and Gabe Chernov
Birch Trail Camp
Andrew Christos
Shelley Cohn and Bennett Schmidt
Craig Cooper
Alison and Jeremy Cornfeldt
Driftwood Day Camp, Camp Tioga, Miss Sue’s Day Camp
Elmwood Day Camp
Becky Elräd
Ben Firestein
Alan and Esther Fieder
Foundation
Gene Formica
Thomas Garry
Geoff Glass
Eric Glasson
Jonathan Gold
Jaclyn and Leo Greenberg
Matthew L. Greer Children’s Foundation
Craig Hartman and Sandra Kite
Instinet
Tarek and Patti Ismail
Jackson National Life Insurance Company
KE Camps
Michael Kohn
Lisa Lavitt
Liz Lefkofsky
LICAPS
Sam Lieberman
Monte Lipman
Madison Realty Capital
Stan Mayer
Chip and Jo McCarthy
Merrick Woods
Ross Moskowitz
Camp Westmont
Suzanne Moskowitz and Jordan Dale
Melissa Nadler
Lauren Nearpass

Stephanie and Mitch Reiter
Camp Towanda
Tyler Hill Camp Families
Barbara and Robert Wortman
Camps Baco and Che-Na-Wah

BENEFACITOR CIRCLE $5,000 - $9,999
American Camp Association – New York & New Jersey
Roz and Jed Buck
BTIG Charity Day
Camps Equinunk and Blue Ridge
GEM Realty Capital, Inc.
Rona and Marc Honigfeld
Trail’s End Camp
iProspect
Jane and Dan Kagan
Bryn Mowr Camp/Jeff Lake Camp
Meadowbrook Country Day Camp
Laura and Mark Newfield
Iroquois Springs
Putnam Investments
Andrea and Scott Ralls
Southwoods and Summer Trails Day Camp
Wendy and Andy Siegel
The Skier Family
AMSkier Insurance
Lucia and David Thoensen
Tamarak Day Camp
Michael Brescia
CampMinder
Terry and Sandy Cohen
Camp Marimeta
Crestwood Country Day
Miki Debb
The Dime Bank
Camp Echo Lake
First Trust Portfolios, Inc.
The FORT Group
James George
Hackberry Endowment Partners
H&H Purchasing Services
Larry Kugler
Neuberger Berman
Sandia and Dennis Rosen
Camp Ojibwa
David Rosenzweig
Jason Rosenzweig
Tracey Sachs and Scott Marovitz
The Schwartz Family
Banner Day Camp
Jill and Neil Tipograph
Everything Summer, LLC
Early Stage Careers, LLC
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